


Imagine pressing down on a scale. As
you press down, a pointer indicates the
amount of force on the scale. At sea level,
Earth's atmosphere presses down with a
force of 14.7 pounds per s<1.uare inch, or one
kilogram per s<1.uare centimeter. The force
of air on 1,000 s<1.uare centimeters (a little
larger than a s<1.uare foot) is about one ton!
Air pressure is the force on an area from
the weight of the air above it.

VReading Check

2. At sea level, air exerts a force of __
per square centimeter.
a. one kilogram
b. one ton
c. 14.7 pounds

2 Air pressure is caused by the rapid
movement of particles in the air. Imagine
supporting a piece of paper by rapidly
~pping it with your fingertips. That's how
au' pressure. works. Because particles move
in all directions, they exert an e<1.ual force
in all directions.

3 You don't feel air pressure acting on
your body because forces inside your body
push back with e<1.ual pressure. If they
didn't, you'd be crushed flat!

VReading Check

3. You don't feel air pressure because the
forces inside and outside your body
are _
a. unequal
b. balanced
c. too small

4 Altitude is the elevation of an object
above Earth's sea level. As altitude
increases, the number of molecules per
unit of the air decreases. The air exerts, or
pushes with, less pressure. Air pressure is
greatest at low altitudes, or at sea level.
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5 A cubic meter of air in the mesosphere,
a high layer of the atmosphere, has less
mass than the same volume of air in the
troposphere, a lower layer. The mass of one
unit of volume of something is its density.
This means that the air closer to Earth is
more dense than the ail' farther away from
Earth.

VReading Check

4. As altitude increases. the density of
the air
a. increases
b. decreases
c. stays the same

6 Objects sink or rise in the atmosphere
because of density. For example, a helium
balloon rises because it is less dense than
air. As it rises, the balloon gets larger
because the pressure around it decreases.
When the air pressure outside gets low
enough, the balloon pops. This change in
pressure is why astronauts wear space
suits. Space suits increase the pressure
around astronauts' bodies. Their bodies
need this pressure when they are at high
altitudes or in outer space.

VReading Check

5. Astronauts wear space suits in order to
protect them from __.
a. a rise in air pressure
b. balloons
c. a decrease in air pressure

7 Air pressure is measured with a tool
called a barometer. One type of barometer
uses a tube filled with mercury. Air
pressure pushing on the li<1.uid mercury is
what causes it to rise in the tube. The air
pressure is indicated by the height of the
mercury in the tube.
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8 At sea level the normal height of the
column of mercury in the tube would be
seventy-six centimeters. That's about thirty
inches. Television weather reporters often
tell us that barometer readings are either
rising or falling. That's because changes in
air pressure influence the weather. Weather
forecasters also measure air pressure in a

Word Study -

metric unit called millibars."At sea level, air
pressure is about 1,013 millibars.

VReadl~g Check

6. A barometer measures
a. mercury
b. air pressure
c. liquid

Verbs Words that show action are verbs. The word rose tells what the
balloon did.

The balloon rose into the air.

Look at the group of words below. Then read the sentences. Write the
verb that best completes each sentence.

exerted
considered
caused
decreased

acted
tried
gained
crushed

flowed
measured
fell
repeated

7. The scientists which barometer to use.
8. Air pressure __ the balloon to pop.
9. The barometer to the floor.

10. Air out of the broken balloon.
11. I __ the air pressure at the top and bottom of the mountain.
12. The pressure __ the can.
13. The plane steadily __ altitude.
14. Air pressure outside the plane __ as the plane climbed.
15. Air __ the most pressure at sea level.
16. He the measurement several times.



Standardized Test Practice
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Multiple Choice Use the graph
to answer the q,uestions.

Keywords A keyword helps you find the correct answer by
giving you an important detail. Keywords such as increases and
decreases can help you find the correct answer to a q,uestion.

17. The graph shows that air
pressure decreases __.
A. as altitude increases
B. only in the troposphere
C. as altitude decreases
D. only in the stratosphere

18. The approximate air pressure
at the top of Mt. Everest
is
A. 200mb
B. 400 mb
C. 600 mb
D. 800 mb

Test Tip

19. What is the approximate air pressure at sea level?
A. 400 mb
B. 600 mb
C. 800 mb
D. 1,000 mb


